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		Transform Your Consumer Complaints into Collective Action with Adhoc.Support’s Expertise

The Problem with Unresolved Consumer Complaints

Complaints will always be made and consumer complaints are inevitable, but if left unresolved they can lead to a range of negative consequences. Not only can this damage a company’s reputation, but consumers can also feel frustrated and helpless.

Don’t let unresolved complaints hold you back!
In addition, consumers will be reluctant to contact the business in the future and may even take costly legal action if their complaints are not satisfactorily resolved.

Introducing the Adhoc.Support’s Solution

Adhoc.Support is an innovative platform that allows consumers to turn their complaints into a community collective action. By harnessing the power of our advocacy community, Adhoc.Support enables consumers to come together and make their voices heard, leading to more effective complaint handling, using the public sphere effectively.





Join the community

Submit a complaint

Our expertise combined with Big Data and Artificial Intelligence

Adhoc.Support is a community-based consumer advocacy platform that utilises advanced AI and Big Data technologies to provide tailored solutions for consumers with larger-scale complaints or similar problems. We use mathematical-based research to understand the extent of risk and extract valuable data from an international map of the spread of complaints.

AI and Big Data advanced technologies for personalised consumer solutions
By harnessing the power of collective action, Adhoc.Support enables community members to connect with a team of experts who work diligently to analyse complaints and propose solutions. The platform offers faster resolution and comprehensive, ethical consumer representation, increasing customer satisfaction and enabling effective complaint handling and dispute resolution, preferably out of court.

Turn Your Complaints Into Community Complaints with Adhoc.Support: Join Our Community

Joining the Adhoc.Support community is quick and easy. With a range of resources and support at your disposal, you’ll be well equipped to handle even the toughest consumer complaints. Join our global community today and harness the power of collective action.

All of us, together! | Become a member of our thriving advocacy community
The combination of the common nature and characteristics of consumer complaints, the power of collective action and the effectiveness of Adhoc.Support’s expertise is the safest and most useful force to be reckoned with. Join our ever-growing advocacy community today and start experiencing the benefits of collective complaint handling and higher levels of consumer satisfaction. Find out why and how to join our advocacy community Adhoc.Support.

Join the community

Submit a complaint



Frequently Asked Questions

1. What is Adhoc.Support?

Adhoc.Support is an innovative platform that helps consumers to turn their complaints into collective action. By joining our advocacy community, members are able to work with our global team of experts to solve problems more effectively and achieve better results.

2. How does Adhoc.Support work?

Adhoc.Support connects consumers facing similar complaints, enabling them to join forces and harness the power of collective action. The platform provides state-of-the-art solutions for efficient complaint handling, improved consumer satisfaction and simplified complaint handling and dispute resolution.

3. How do I join the Adhoc.Support community?

Joining Adhoc.Support is quick and easy. Just click here to register and become a community member to access all our resources and support.

4. Can Adhoc.Support help with any type of consumer complaint?

Adhoc.Support is designed to assist with a wide range of consumer complaints, including issues related to product quality, customer service, billing disputes, new build house problems and more. Our platform is versatile and adaptable to various industries and consumer needs.

5. What are the benefits of using Adhoc.Support?

By using Adhoc.Support, consumers can benefit from effective complaint management, improved customer satisfaction, and streamlined complaint handling and dispute resolution. Additionally, joining our advocacy community allows users to leverage the power of collective action, which can lead to better outcomes.



When you support our work, you are not only securing your own future but that of your family as well! The Adhoc.Support community provides such protection for consumers that even parents won’t worry about their future! But don’t just support advocacy for your family, do it for the whole world and be part of a community that aims to win justice!

Support Adhoc.Support’s advocacy work by making a donation.
Support our work to secure your own and your family’s future! The Adhoc.Support advocacy community defends consumers’ rights and offers assistance in handling complaints. By supporting us, you can become a part of a community that values collective interests and actively participates in advocacy.
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